Blooms Burst to Bedeck Blossom Bonanza!
Upwards of a hundred people attended the Blossom Day celebrations in the Community Orchard at
Park Farm on Sunday 17th May. The sun shone down from a clear blue sky throughout (despite the
weathermen's dire predictions of rain and gales!), the cherry trees were beautifully clothed in
blossom, the lambs grazed, the bees buzzed, and a most pleasant picnic occasion was enjoyed by
all.
To start, the Sittingbourne Wind Ensemble, under their able director Paul Ingleton, played a
selection of popular and classical tunes. It was then the turn of Lynsted and Norton Primary School
to produce a magnificent display of maypole dancing. Newcomers to the art were fascinated by the
patterns created on the pole as the dancers, accompanied by rustic melodies, wove in and out, both
singly and then in pairs. Several of the more senior observers were heard to murmur comments
about how it took them right back to their own childhood days. Headteacher Deborah Ward, dance
trainer (and classroom assistant) Julie West, and of course the dancers, are to be congratulated for
creating such an appropriate show of ancient traditional dancing for a venerable cherry orchard
setting.
Parish Council Chairman Tom English then presented young Max Heather with the prize of an atlas
for his winning entry, 'The Wonder of Life', in the 'Name the Sculpture' competition. There had been
92 entries, and selecting the winner had been difficult!
The 'Wind Band' closed off a delightful afternoon with another medley of favourite tunes.
Bob Baxter.

'The Perfect Spot!'
Cherry Day a Resounding Success!
Saturday 16th July dawned clear and cloud-free. By the
afternoon, the Community Cherry Orchard at Park Farm, Lynsted,
was bathed in hot summer sunshine. Celebrity Television Chef
Michael Barry launched Cherry Day with a few encouraging
words, and then got down to the business of inspecting and
sampling the twenty-two cherry dishes prepared by parishioners
for the Recipe Competition. Over sixty visitors circulated around
the craft and produce stalls and the display of traditional
harvesting equipment. The array of cherry-themed delicacies in
the Competition tent was duly admired. Many took advantage of
an irresistible 'pick your own cherries from the fruit-laden trees'
offer, and the tasty output of the Disney barbecue.

Cherry expert Gavin Maclennan took repeated, and enthralled,
parties on a fact-packed guided tour of the six-acre orchard. He
explained the history, husbandry, varieties and harvesting of the
cherry - that quintessential Kentish crop. Stephen Finlay and his
band regaled all with selections of tunes from the '60s and '70s.
Donald, the scarecrow constructed by Willow Class at Lynsted
with Norton Primary School, made a guest appearance. He felt
so at home, he decided to stay on in the Orchard on a 'working'
basis!

Next page>>>

Fine Finds at Fungus Foray
A fair crowd followed Orpington-based fungi expert Jo
Weightman as she ranged through the Community
Orchard at Park Farm on Sunday 9th October.
The occasion was the Lynsted with Kingsdown
Society's 'Fungus Foray'. The weather was bright, and
Jo deployed the ten children in the party to good
effect - their eyes were sharper and closer to the
ground than those of the twenty-two adults! Despite
it being a poor year for fungi because of the dry
weather, Jo and her 'team' of enthusiastic amateurs,
large and small, managed to locate no less than 19
species! Some were growing on living trees, some on
dead wood and some in the grass. Cameras clicked
busily.
Jo was able to allocate Latin names to all of the
species, and explain all about their biology, and use.
The group was surprised to learn, for example, that
the black pigment in disintegrating 'ink cap'
mushrooms was regularly used in ink production in
times past. Jo made no excuse for using the
systematic, Latin, names for the species. We British,
in contrast to our Continental cousins, have little
tradition for harvesting various fungi for the table, so
common names are unusual. Even so, the few that
had names were quite expressive: 'chicken of the
woods', 'cramp ball', 'oyster fungus', 'Jew's ear'….

Jo Weightman describes a 'chicken of the woods' (Laetiporus
sulphureus) growing on a cherry stump

Click here for details of
species
Further species were located in nearby Toll Wood.
Pleasantly fatigued with the scramble around the tree trunks and the
walk between 'sites', the survivors returned to the Community room.
There, after a hand-wash (some fungi being very poisonous), the
party enjoyed a tasty ploughman's lunch kindly prepared by Myra
Scott and Mandi Strevens. Everyone was pleased with what had been
a most enjoyable and illuminating Foray.
The Society is grateful to Pip Neaves and Lisa Candy for permission
to access their land.
Bob Baxter

Jo closes in on a parasol fungus
(Macrolepiota rhacodes)

Hallowe'en 2005
Sunday 30 October 2005
We had a week of rather miserable weather and on
Saturday night we all watched the weather forecast,
hoping for some autumn sunshine. Rain at 5 o'clock in
the afternoon was predicted - halfway through our
party! However, the show must go on … and we erected
the tents, prepared the bonfire and hoped for the best.
At 4 o'clock we felt a few drops of rain but after that the
weather was perfect: mild and dry.
Once again well over 100 people congregated round the
bonfire in Park Farm Cherry Orchard. Children ran
amongst the trees, dressed as goblins, witches and
monsters. The adults enjoyed the addition of the beer
tent this year and the hot dogs, soup and toffee apples
soon disappeared. Children were entertained by our
wonderful storyteller, the apple bobbing and other
hallowe'en games. As last year, our Lynsted guitarists,
Stephen and Ramsay, provided a very professional
musical background.

Pumpkin lanterns
Judging of the fancy dress competition proved as difficult
as last year as there were so many wonderful costumes.
The winner was Bethany Reid with runners-up Jodie
Clinch and Joy Atwood. The winner of the pumpkin
competition was Rosa Sullivan, with John Jones as
runner-up.
We are delighted to report that we raised £360 from the
event, which will help towards sustaining our Cherry
Orchard project when we no longer have funding from
the Local Heritage Initiative in 18 months' time.
Our thanks must go to Pip Neaves for allowing us the use
of the Orchard, as well as watching over the bonfire
throughout the evening.

Around the bonfire

We are hoping that next year we will be able to run an
even bigger and better event. We have plans for more
lighting, a better sound system and more games but
obviously for this we need more helpers. If you would
like to help in some small way next year, or if you have
ideas for improving the event, please contact us.

Lynsted's Double Success at Kent-wide Villages
Competition
We are delighted to report that Lynsted won a 'Highly Commended' in the 'Environmental Action'
category, and a 'Commended' in the Information Technology category of Action with
Communities in Rural Kent's 'Kent Village of the Year, 2005' competition. Not at all bad for a first
attempt! Lynsted was entered in only the two categories, essentially to 'test the water' of this
prestigious competition.
A team from Lynsted with Kingsdown Parish Council put together the Environmental Action
entry. It became clear during the preparation of the entry, that much effort, by many people,
had gone into improving the village and its surroundings in recent years. The Community Cherry
Orchard featured prominently in the entry document - and the two relays of judges showed
great interest in the features of the site and the short history of its existence. There could not
have been such a successful bid, had it not been for the efforts of many groups and individuals
on several projects. Congratulations are due to all involved! Eastry, the overall Kent 'Village of
the Year', was the winner of the EA category, with Wilmington runner-up. No doubt we could do
even better - but entry in further categories (Building Community Life, Business, Young People,
and Older People) would involve much more work, and input from a broad range of community
groups. Any comments would be greatly appreciated! Visit www.lkpc.org.uk to see the table of
awards and the text of the Environmental Action entry.
The success of the Information Technology entry, skilfully prepared by Nigel Heriz-Smith, was a
vindication of the value of the use of websites, including this Orchard website, in our community.
Hearty thanks are due to Nigel for his leading role in getting the Parish-based groups up and
running in this important area. Bapchild was the winner in this category. Visit the Lynsted with
Kingsdown Society website, www.Lynsted-Society.co.uk for further details on the IT entry.
Bob Baxter

Brimstone, Ruby tiger and the Shuttle-shaped Dart.
Orchard moths reveal their colours.
Travellers along Lynsted Lane on the evening of 5th August may have noticed a eerie bluish glow
among the cherry trees of the Community Orchard. Closer inspection would have revealed a group
of enthralled enthusiasts encircling a 'light-trap', as moth expert Keith Palmer identified the
multitude of moths that had been attracted by the light.
Keith, a well-known Kent-based amateur lepidopterist and writer on moths, had earlier given a factpacked talk, illustrated with fine illustrations of British moths. He had explained that there were
forty times as many moth species in the UK as there were butterflies. They had a 'poor press'
because most moths flew at night, and passed unnoticed: veritable 'strangers in the night'! Many
were just as colourful as their butterfly cousins, a fact demonstrated by Keith's excellent
photographs - and reinforced when we examined some of them first-hand in the orchard.
It was past ten o'clock before people drifted away - well satisfied with their introduction to the
Orchard's nocturnal beauties. In all, 36 species were identified at the session.
The evening. organised by Lynsted with Kingsdown Parish Council's Park Farm Cherry Orchard
Group, was part of a project supported by the Local Heritage Initiative. Orchard owners Pip and Sue
Neaves are thanked for their continued cooperation.
Bob Baxter.
Click here for a full list of moth species identified at the orchard

Orchard Seat Inauguration.
Sun shines, lambs gambol as Orchard sculpture is
launched.
The weather was glorious on Friday 18th March 2005 for the inauguration
of Lynsted Community Orchard's oak sculpture/seat. The feature stood
out boldly in the sunshine, specially decked out for the occasion with
bright red ribbon. Newborn lambs and their mothers, sheltering under the
cherry trees, looked on with interest as a column of children from Lynsted
and Norton Primary School filed into position by the structure. This was
'Oak' class, who, under class teacher Mary Hogbin, had been directly
involved in carving the pictures on the sculpture. Swale and Parish
dignitaries, and other guests and parishioners were on hand to witness
the cutting of the inaugural tape by pupil Primrose Coulter.

'The spring weather was the perfect setting for our launch' said Orchard
Group member Bob Baxter. 'It was grand to have the children involved
once again, this time in the final stage of the production of the Orchard
centre-piece'.

Will Glanfield, who had masterminded the sculpture, explained
that his work embraced the idea of the regeneration of plants
and animals and the 'up reaching' of life, combined with the
symbolism of a cathedral and a boat. He paid tribute to the keen
involvement of all members of the school. John Disney went on
to explain how the open space next to the new feature would be
used for community activities concerned with the celebration of
cherry orchards and the wildlife they contained. Fellow Orchard
Group member Julie Barrett reminded parishioners that Blossom
Picnic Day (Sunday 17th April), Cherry Day (Saturday 16th July)
and the children's Halloween Party (Sunday October 30th) were
main events for the Orchard this year.
Bob Baxter

